Dar ul Sukun
Consolidated Monthly Event Report
November 2018
Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.
Universal Children’s Day Celebration
Universal children’s day is celebrated all around the world with
enthusiasm and happiness as children are the true colors of
life. The universal children’s day was established in 1954 and is
celebrated every year on 20th November to promote
togetherness and awareness among children around the
world.
Dar ul Sukun celebrates Children’s Day every year to assert the
fact that children are our present and future. All children in the
world including children with disabilities have rights and need
particular protection to ensure their well-being, victorious
progress and human rights.
In Dar ul Sukun, the universal Children’s Day is observed for
Children with intellectual and physical disabilities to make
people understand their individual and collective responsibilities and also that of the
government. All of us must make sure that these children also live prosperous life.
Vice Chancellor of DHA Suffa University
Professor Mr. Sarfraz Hussain was the Chief
Guest of the event, while addressing the
ceremony he said that this is an important day
for me, these children are also the part of our
society and we have to take care of them, He
emphasized on the need of establishing more
welfare organizations like Dar ul Sukun. He
further appreciated the efforts of Dar ul Sukun
and said that I felt much pleasure coming here
and see that the management of this organization and how keen they are interested in looking
after these children in an excellent manner.

Speaking on the occasion, In charge of Dar ul Sukun, Sr. Ruth Lewis said we have more than
500 children here though we are in need
many things for them, it is not very easy to
rehabilitate them but it is our duty to protect
and provide them with the best possible
opportunities to live their lives in a better
way, She further said that due to the
shortage of funds various problems occur,
therefore government sector organizations
should come forward for helping these
children by initiating such programs where
these children can get equal opportunity. She
thanked media by saying that media is playing vital
role in highlighting the issues of persons with
disability in our society.
Children of Dar ul Sukun showed their different
talent to the audience. Also students from different
schools participated and presented beautiful
tableaus and got appreciation from the audience of
the program.
In the end of the program Sr. Ruth Lewis gave
honorary shield to the Chief Guest Prof. Mr. Sarfraz Hussain, later the program was followed
by the cake cutting ceremony, photo session and distribution of goodie bags.

Curative Teachers’ Training in the month of November
Topic: Neuro muscular disorder in children
Curative teachers training is a guidance
program specially drafted for the
Rehabilitation staff of Dar ul Sukun to train
them about the ways, new techniques and
to provide them with professional
guidelines on how to treat a child and how
to give direction to a child. To enhance
staff’s professional development Dar ul
Sukun arranged in house capacity building
session on “Neuro muscular disorder in
children” by Dr. Tehwar (Physiotherapist-

Dar ul Sukun), Ms. Hina (Special Educator- Dar ul Sukun) And Dr. Fashia (Physiotherapist- Dar
ul Sukun) on 15th November 2018 in which they discussed on three things.
1. Cognitive and sensory deficits in children, its causes, signs and symptoms & types
along with few examples & activities performed while doing the therapy sessions.
They also covered the treatment therapies & sensory integration dysfunction,
sensory diet & sensory stimulation therapies with some examples of group activities.
2. Children with different physical disabilities and their type and handling issues and diet
issues.
3. Behavior issues as well as the guide of speech therapy and how to conduct it properly
with behavior and play time.

Topic: Mystery of Triad
Ms. Rabia Gul (Clinical Psychologist- Dar ul Sukun) conducted session on “Mystery of Triad”.
The session was all based on thoughts, feelings and behaviors and how they are linked with
one another. It’s so ironical that we actually know all of the above jargons but unaware of
their mechanism and how they affect our communication and emotions. In our day to day life
we think, then we feel something and demonstrate that feelings in our behavior but this is
not it, it’s beyond that. It’s a kind of a vicious cycle if it’s inclined towards negative nature that
one should break by replacing it with positive cognitions, feelings and behaviors. If not
replaced by appropriate cognitions it will eventually take a form of pattern of thinking errors
that are listed below: Fortune telling, discounting the positive, catastrophic thinking, all or
nothing thinking, mind reading. In the capacity building session it was discussed how one can
address faulty thinking process and able to analyze their mystery of triad that is “Thought,
feelings and behaviors”.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Activities in the month of November


MCB- Arif Habib CSR Activity:

On 23rd November 2018 MCB Arif Habib Group celebrated International Children’s Day with
the children of Dar ul Sukun. A huge number of children along with the dignitaries from MCB
Arif Habib Group and management team of Dar ul Sukun attended the event. Chief Guest Mr.

Harm (CEO- Dar ul Sukun) was invited. The children were highly appreciated for their
performances, and a magic show was also organized for kids by MCB.
MCB team also performed small tableau for children of Dar ul Sukun. Towards the end of the
event, a speech of gratitude was given by the Mr. Harm in which he thanked all the attendees,
especially MCB Arif Habib Group for spending this day with these children. He not only
encouraged the children but also the members of Dar ul Sukun on their wonderful work. He
also pointed to the fact that such activities and the responsible involvement of different
stakeholders will not only help these children overcome any sense of inferiority that they face
but would also help them to get respectable positions in the society.



KONPAL- Child Abuse Prevention Society CSR Activity:

KONPAL- Child Abuse Prevention Society celebrated Universal Children’s Day with the
children of Dar ul Sukun on 28th November 2018. They performed various hip hop dances
along with the children of Dar ul Sukun, they sung national and motivational songs, some
students showed their brilliant skills through beat boxing music and amazed the children.
They also did face painting on our children faces. At the end of the event the staff of KONPAL
Society distributed goodie bags and had dinner with children of Dar ul Sukun and thanked the
management for the cooperation and also appreciated the efforts of Dar ul Sukun.



Kasbit CSR Activity:

Students of Kasbit Institute visited Dar Ul Sukun on 30th
November,2018 for their CSR activity. They did cake cutting

ceremony with the children, distributed goodie bags among them,
performed dances, brought cartoons characters, had set up jumping
castle for children’s enjoyment and took a lot of photos with them.



Toyota Eastern Motor CSR Activity:
30th November 2018 Toyota Eastern Motor did CSR
activity at Dar ul Sukun. Their management had the
discussion with Mr. Tariq Samuel (Manager- Evaluation
& Monitoring), over how we gather donations and
funds for the construction of new buildings in future
and prospering well in Dar ul Sukun. Later the staff of
Toyota Motors visited the entire of building of Dar ul
Sukun and played various games with the children.
They also gave donations edible item to children.

Monthly Activities of the Rehabilitation Department
Rehabilitation department of Dar ul Sukun is working on restoring residents to health or
normal life through training and therapy by incorporating several different areas including;
Classrooms, Kindergarten & play room, Vocational room, psychological treatments,
Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy, sensory therapy, Sports, Perception in Music and
Speech and language. Our core objective is to dispose the social stigma by developing and
sustaining right perceptions, professional knowledge and best practices for person with
disabilities. Rehabilitation department intends to restore the patient’s bodily functions,
reduce discomfort and lessen the psychological, social and vocational impact of the injury or
disease. Our aim is to provide best services to observe progress in their daily life style.
Special Education
Academics

Vocational Training

Physical Exercise and Sports

Clinical Psychology

Physiotherapy Department

Occupational Therapy Department

VISITS IN THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 2018
S.NO

Visit of Institutions

1 Visit of College of Accounting & Management Science
Visit of Sindh Secretary Special Education (Mr. Shafique
2 Ahmed)
3 Visit of Whale College
4 Visit of University of Sindh
5 Visit of DM School
6 Visit of Dawood Public School
7 Visit of The Smart School
8 Visit of Institution of Nursing (DOW)
9 Visit of Mr. Harm Buitink
10 Visit of University of Karachi
11 Visit of Mama’s Heart School

Date of the
Visits

No. of
Visits

08-11-2018

1

12-11-2018
13-11-2018
15-11-2018
19-11-2018
20-11-2018
20-11-2018
22-11-2018
22-11-2018 to 27-112018
23-11-2018
29-11-2018

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Quetta Chapter
I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre
Iqbal Day Celebration

I-Learn Girls tuition Centre have been active in the promotions of literature and poetry among
students. Language being one of the basic pillars of culture it is being taught at all the levels
of education. It is the presentation of the values and beliefs of an entity causative in a society.
It is the part of cultural heritage. Iqbal day is organized and celebrated on 9th November
around the whole world to tribute Allama Iqbal, the “Poet of the East” every year. In order to
retain our cultural identity, I-Learn Girls tuition Centre DUS has taken the responsibility by
celebrating the contribution of Allama Iqbal by holding activities that can educate the girls
student of the Centre. Poetry of Iqbal holds the most important place in the diversity of Urdu
language. Urdu Language and Iqbal’s poetry has played a major role in the cultural diversity.
I-learn Girls’ Tuition Center celebrated the day with Mushaira (poetry) competition, kalam-eIqbal and speech delivered by girls. Ms. Ruby (Centre Teacher) addressed with girls and
audience and highlighted the importance of the day.

Child Protection Awareness Session
All children have the right to protection. They have the right to
survive, to be safe, to belong, to be heard, to receive adequate
care and to grow up in a protective environment. Millions of
children are not fully protected. Many of them deal with
violence, abuse, neglect, exploitation, exclusion and/or
discrimination every day. Such violations limit their chances of
surviving, growing, developing and pursuing their dreams.
Any child can be vulnerable to violations and being a girl child
doubles the chances of layered abuse and harassment in many
places including the home. A family is the first line of protection
for children. Parents or other caregivers are responsible for building a protective and loving
home environment. Schools and communities are responsible for building a safe and childfriendly environment outside the child's home. Child protection is every one's responsibility.
Dar ul Sukun is a child safe organization and we have a fundamental duty of care towards all
children we work with. To raise awareness among girl Childs regarding harassment and
dealing techniques, DUS I-Learn Girls’ tuition Centre organized this session. Ms. Iram was the
facilitator and she gave the session in storytelling form

Thanks Giving Lunch with students November 22, at I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre

WE (Stitching and Embroidery Centre)
Handmade Greeting Cards – Activity (November 12)
Handmade cards are an excellent craft for every possible occasion, birthday, wedding,
anniversaries and thank you notes the list is endless. Making cards is an excellent way to
improve fine motor-skills, too! the activity was conducted by Ms. Iram at WE Stitching and
Embroidery Center Bashir Abad with Ms. Musarat.
Girls took keen interest and make creative and adorable cards. It was really creative learning
activity for trainees. Girls shared their ideas and help each other.

Activity on Christmas Handmade Craft
Christmas handmade craft activity was conducted by Ms. Ruby at WE Bashir Abad Centre. Art
and Craft are great source of learning for all ages. In this activity girls learnt super quick art
and craft Christmas decoration. Girls made very adorable things for Christmas decoration such
as Christmas tree, Santa and angel.
This type of session brings out creative sides of everyone. This type of ornaments making is
so amazing said by one of the learners. Girls were overjoyed while creating the craft for
celebrations

Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People
ADVOCACY AND AWARENESS SESSION ON WORLD DIABETES DAY
THEME: Diabetes concerns every family
World Diabetes day is the primary global awareness campaign
focusing on diabetes mellitus and is held on 14th November
each year World Wide.
Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older people organized the session
on Diabetes Awareness among the medical professionals,
caregivers and residents who are suffering from diabetes. This
session was conducted by Mr. Mohammad Bilal
Physiotherapist Senior Citizens Branch who discussed the different types of Diabetes Mellitus
Namely.
THREE MAIN TYPES:
1.

Type 1 Diabetes.

2.

Type 2 Diabetes.

3.

Gestational Diabetes.

AGA KHAN UNIVERSITY SESSION ON ELDERLY CARE:
Mental & social wellbeing of older people
On 16th November Centre for the older people was invited to
attend the session on elderly care. With the theme of I-CARE (I am
a compassionate Assistant for the Rights of the Elderly)
Globally, the population is ageing rapidly. Between 2015 and 2050,
the proportion of the world’s population over 60 years will nearly
double, from 12% to 22%. Mental
health and well-being are as
important in older age as at any
other time of life. Mental and
neurological disorders among older adults account for 6.6% of
the total disability (DALYs) for this age group. Approximately
15% of adults aged 60 and over suffer from a mental disorder.
The session aim was to promote the early and optimal
management by improving the physical and mental health,
functional ability and wellbeing. And to provide the information
and long term support to care givers.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
MENTAL STIMULATION ACTIVITY
COLOUR THERAPY - To Boost up Mental health
On 5th November Centre for the older people organized an activity for the residents. In which
they can boost their moods by the vibrant colors and can understand the language and
psychology of the different colors. The color therapy benefits the elderly in many ways. It is
also known as chromo therapy to cure many diseases many studies have shown just how
effective chromo therapy can be in promoting elderly health. Here are a few of the ways it can
enhance our elderly one’s life.
o It Alleviates the depression
o It boosts the Energy and appetite
o It can create a sense calmness

SENSORY PLAY
DOUGH MAKING ACTIVITY: "Dough making activity" To redevelop imagination & creativity
while improving fine motor skills
On 13th November Centre for the older persons organized the
“Dough making activity” for the residents to have the
therapeutic benefits for the elderly. Play Dough is a great
recipe for the sensory success in which the elderly can have
fun playing dough. It is a therapeutic tool for aiding sensory
development.

Various studies have shown that play dough is a fantastic
idea of learning among older adults with all manners of
disabilities, from autism to sensory delay. It is a sensory
therapy which relieves the stress and reduce the feelings of
anxiety and worry.

ECO-CRAFT:
Evolving Connection with the nature
On 27th November Creativity and health benefits activity was organized to keep senior minds
busy and to alleviate the boredom and may even help prevent feelings of depression.
Furthermore, arts and crafts helps the hand-eye coordination, cognitive abilities, and
concentration.

AMUSEMENTS
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION:
On 3rd November Mr. Yousaf a young student with his
friends celebrated his birthday with the residents to
make his day special with the blessings of elderly. He
celebrated his birthday with the cake cutting ceremony
and served dinner.

DEWALI CELEBRATION:
To spark the light of peace and Love
Diwali, deepavali or dipavali is the Hindu Festival of lights, Diwali symbolizes the spiritual
“Victory of light over darkness good over evil and knowledge over ignorance”. It is a religious
festival in Hinduism. In which its celebrates with Diya and lighting, home decoration,
fireworks, Puja, gifts feasts and sweets. Every year Centre for the older people celebrates
Diwali celebration with the Hindu Community to promote the inclusive society and to stand
against the racism.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SESSIONS:
PET THERAPY SESSION:
To help elderly in blood pressure maintenance reduction in depression, stress and anxiety
from non-judgmental & gentle nature of the relationship.
Pets are considered to be good companions, giving isolated seniors a source of affection
conversation and activity. It is also a Stress Relief- Being with a pet increases the levels of
serotonin, the feel “Good Hormone” that relieves stress.
This therapy is done by the expert’s psychologists to see the effects of pet therapy on the
elderly. Hence, they have the trained Dogs for the residents and helping seniors to stabilize
their stressful situations and to reduce anxiety. And caring for a pet helps increase a senior’s
self-confidence and self- esteem. Providing them a way to feel useful and responsible for
something.

CAPACITY BUILDING SESSIONS:
On 27th November Capacity Building Session for the Management Dar ul Sukun was given by
Sir Harry, retired piolet from KLM inflight services and a dear old friend of Dar ul Sukun from
Holland. He had an interactive session with the staff by sharing the History of Dar ul Sukun
and also motivated the staff by sharing the stories of influential leaders to promote the
inclusiveness and also told the importance of core team members.

OBESITY MANAGEMENT IN ELDERLY:
Ms. Gajra a physiotherapist conducted a session on obesity on 29th November. Our population
is ageing and obesity is increasing in the elderly bringing massive and rapidly changing
burdens of ill health related to increased body weights and fat as well as the main drivers of
poor diet and inactivity. Ms. Gajra shared the guidelines how to stay fit and healthy in old by
telling the balanced food intake and exercise. Obesity should be prevented not only from
younger age, but also during major transitions including retirement, to improve better health
outcomes and quality of in later years.

ARWG SESSION ON INDEPENDENCE AND AUTONOMY IN OLD AGE:
Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older people Organized an interactive session on 29th November
on Independence and autonomy in older persons conducted by Ms. Dheeraj Dill Assistant
Manager of Centre for the older people.
The session aim was to understand the freedom that has to be fulfil for the elderly. She
discussed the Ageing and Health in which she described that every older person is different.

Some have the level of functioning of a 30-year-old. Some
require full assistance for basic everyday task. Health is a
crucial part to how we experience older age.
She discussed that independence and autonomy is
somewhere lost due to old age fragility. But there are many
needs of the elderly that has to be fulfilled. I.e. the Maslow’s
Hierarchy needs that applies to every individual but in
elderly the needs are not fulfilling. And according to
Maslow’s Human Needs Theory” the five categories of
human needs, ordered from the lowest to highest are: Physiological needs, Safety and
security needs, love and belongingness, self-esteem and self-actualization. The older people
are the self-actualized people possessing the traits of autonomy, creativity, independence and
positive interpersonal relationships.
TABLE OF VISITS:
CENTRE FOR THE OLDER PERSONS
S.no Organization/institutes
Date of Visits
01
Secretary Special Education Mr. 12th November,2018
Shafique Ahmed Mahesar Secretary
Special Education Government of
Sindh visited Dar ul Sukun center for
the older people
02
Mr. Harry Visited Dar ul Sukun Centre
23rd November, 2018
for the older persons from Holland.

